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On March 6th, Daniel Ghita will take on Hesdy Gerges in the main event of It's Showtime
Sporthallen Zuid. This is the second in a two-part series where I will lay out the keys to victory
for each fighter. Today, we'll look at Hesdy Gerges. You can find the first part of this series
here
.

Strengths:

Athleticism - Hesdy is the taller and slimmer fighter and he'll have to use that to his advantage
against Daniel. Gerges doesn't carry the kind of knockout power that Daniel does in his hands
or kicks so he will have to rely on his ability to put combinations together and move in and out of
Ghita's range to avoid his big punches and leg kicks. There are times in the past where Daniel
has tired in the later rounds of a fight so that's somewhere Hesdy can capitalize if his stamina
keeps up.

Range - When a fighter has a reach advantage and has the ability utilize it to their advantage,
they often control the standup and dictate the pace. This is an area where Gerges can really
control Ghita if he can enforce his will. If Hesdy can keep Ghita at the end of his jab, straight
right, and leg kicks, it will pay big dividends as the fight progresses.

Kicks - Though not as devastating as Ghita's kicks, Gerges' kicks are effective and have won
him fights in the past. Daniel's legs are like mighty Redwood trees and very durable but well
placed kicks will have negative effects on any fighter if they are landed repeatedly. With Ghita
relying on his kicks as much as he does, if Hesdy can slow them down even a little bit, that's a
big plus for him.

Weaknesses:
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Size - It sounds odd to list size as a weakness for the taller fighter but Gerges doesn't carry a
lot of mass. Mass that can go a long way in absorbing the brutal body kicks and punches that
Ghita brings to the table. We saw what those dangerous strikes did to
Gokhan Saki in the
2010 K-1 World Grand Prix Quarterfinals. Saki's body was so wrecked that he could not
continue for more than a moment against
Alistair Overeem
in the semifinals. This makes Gerges being able to stay out of Ghita's range even more
important.

Complacency - When you have nearly half of your wins by way of decision, it can be argued
that you should place a bigger emphasis on finishing a fight. Of course, there are a lot of tough
fighters out there and you can't finish every fight by brutal KO, but allow a fighter of Daniel
Ghita's caliber to hang around and it can cost you in a big way.

Keys to Victory:

For Hesdy Gerges to go home victorious on March 6th, he'll need to use his reach to stay
outside of Daniel's range, pepper him with shots, and wear him down. A knockout is always a
possibility in kickboxing but with Ghita only being finished by KO once in his career, I wouldn't
rely on that. Hesdy needs to avoid Ghita's leg kicks in the early stages of the fight when Daniel
is fresh and carrying big power in his legs.

If Hesdy Gerges can apply this gameplan against Daniel Ghita, I believe he can be victorious on
March 6th.

Who are you picking to win? Leave me a comment and explain why.
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